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 ■ ABSTRACT
 
Police officers have the expertise to teach other officers in police related subjects.
 
However,the need for an instructor developmentcourse has risen because these same
 
officers do not have the expertise to be effective instructors. According to areview ofthe
 
literature,research suggests that instruction is more effective ifthe students have the
 
oppoidunity to apply whattheyleam through experientiallearning ratherthan the lecture
 
format. For example,students leam morefrom actually lifting fingerprints than they do
 
from hearing someone tell them the steps on how-to lift a fingerprint.
 
This study found that current police instmctor development courses focus on
 
public speaking^d presentation skills,rather than adultleamingtheory and its
 
application to classroom instruction. The studyrecommends that a new instructor
 
development course be developed with the primary focus in making training leamcr­
ccntcrcd rather than instructor centered.
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 :.^CHAPTER'ONE
 
-'-^Eaekgrouiid
 
'Introduction ,
 
The contents ofChapter One present an overview ofthe project. The contextof
 
the problem is discussed,Mlpwed bythe problem statement and purpose ofthe project.
 
Next,the assumptions,limitations,and delimitations that apply to this project are
 
reviewed. Finally,definitions,significance and organization ofthe project are presented.
 
The Objective
 
The purpose ofthe project was to develop a standard instructor development
 
curriculum for advanced police training officers. Specifically,the curriculum was
 
designed to serve the instructor development needs oflaw enforcement training officers
 
in the San Bernardino County Sheriffs Department and other sunoundinglaw
 
enforcement agencies. The following paragraphs describe the need for such a
 
curriculum.
 
Contextofthe Problem
 
Police officers have the expertise to teach other officers in gang awareness,
 
hostage situations,recognizmg narcotics traffickers,homicide investigations,interview
 
and interrogation,and other topics. However,the need for an instructor development
 
course has risen because these same officers do nothave the expertise to be effective
 
instructors. Instead offacilitating learning through experiential learning methods,most
 
instnictors lecture for the entire length ofthe class. In addition,most,ifnot all,ofthe
 
Peace Officer Standards and Training(POST)Instructor Development courses do not
 
teach students how to utilize techniques othei than lecture. The current courses talk
 
aboutinvolving students at all possible opportunities,but do not modelit.
 
Designing an instructor developmentcourse thatteaches students to use a variety
 
oftraining methods is essential because student evaluations show that interactive training
 
is more interesting and more often students state they will be able to use the skills learned
 
on-the-job. When an instriictor only lectures,the students report that the class was boring
 
and not helpful to them. In addition to studen evaluation forms,the attendance for
 
courses that use manyforms ofinstruction is significantly higher than lecture based
 
courses. For example.Traffic Collisipn Invespgation and Bicycle Patrol courses are
 
always filled to capacity.
 
Problem Statement
 
Police officers have the skills,knowledge,and expertise to conduct police work.
 
However,they did not have the experience,knowledge,and expertise in instructing
 
others. Because ofthis lack ofinstructor training,the majority ofpolice training officers
 
usually create a briefoutline and present their class in pure lecture format. This was a
 
problem because overall,according to the Rigg study(as cited in Kroehnert,1995),most
 
learnersremember only20%ofwhatthey hear and 10%ofwhattheyread. Since most
 
police training is conducted in the lecture mode,officers were notretaining a majority of
 
essential information.
 
Purpose ofthe Project
 
The purpose ofthe project was to design an instructor development curriculvun
 
thatincluded advanced types ofinstructor methods on how to make training interactive
 
instead oflecture based. The cumeiilum focused on types ofinstructor techniques and
 
how to develop and implenient these teehniques into courses the instructors currently
 
teach.''-.
 
.Assumptioiis"
 
The following assumptions were made regarding this project:
 
1. 	 Instructors need advanced skills to increase their performance.
 
2. 	 Students will he more likely to attend courses where the instruction is
 
interactive and interesting.
 
3. 	 Studentswill retain moreinformation ifthey are notpassive p^icipants,
 
Limitatioiiis and Delimitations
 
During the developmentofthisproject,a numberoflimitations and delimitations
 
are noted. These limitations and delimitations are presented in the next section.
 
Liniitations,
 
A.
 
facilities.
 
would likely be allowed to attend.
 
Delimitations.
 
1. 	 The project is designed specifically for Califomia police training officers.
 
2. 	 The project is delimited to the most ficqucntly used training methods. The least
 
used training methods were notincluded in this course curriculum^
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Definition ofTerms
 
Fprthepiirppse ofthis projOcty thO following tei^ are defined:
 
Course - "Refers to a group ofpeople who arc attending someform oftraining. It may
 
also refer to the whole ofthe instntcti6n''(Kroehner^ 1995,p.216).
 
Experiential Learning-Learnersleam by doing(role play,discussion,simulations,case
 
studies),rather than relying heavily on the ihstnictor(Kroehnert,1995).
 
Facilitator-A trainer who lets the group becomeresponsible for thelearning outcomeby
 
leading the group process(discussions,activities,games)rather thanjust teaching
 
:■ ■ ; ■ (Kroelineit, 1995). ' 
Instructor - "One that instructs, teaches, or trains" (Merriam-Wcbstcr's Collegiate 
Dictionary, 1996, p. 606). 
Lecture - A discourse given before an audience or class especially for instruction which 
does not allow for experiential learning (Memam-Webster's Collegiate 
Dictionary, 1996. 
Student - "Scholar, learner, especially one who attends school" (Merriam-Wcbstcr's 
Collegiate Dictionary, 1996, p. 1186). 
Trainer -The person who instructs, teaches or informs an individual or group of 
people (Kroehnert, 1995). 
Significance of the Project 
The current instructor development course was outdated and not sufficient to 
adequately prepare students for the challenging job of instructing courses using methods 
other than lecture. This curriculum wouldprovide students with alternative instruction 
methods and techniques to develop these methods.
 
Organization ofthe Project
 
This project is divided into four chapters. Chapter One provides an introduction
 
to the context ofthe problem,the purpose ofthe project,the significance ofthe project,
 
limitations and delimitations,and definition ofterms. Chapter Two consists ofareview
 
ofrelevant literature. Chapter Three illustrates the population served bythis project,the
 
curriculum design,the budget,and other similar programs available in California.
 
Chapter Four presents conclusions and recommendations drawnfrom the development
 
and implementation ofthe project. Projectreferences follow Chapter Four. Finally,the
 
Appendix consists ofthe outline and lesson plan,studentlearning activities, visual aids,
 
student handout materials,and testing instruments.
 
CHAPTERTWO
 
Review ofthe Literature
 
. Introduction ■ ■; 
literature review is threefold: (1) To gather mfpnhatiOn from 
experts who specialize in adult learning teacliing tcclniiqucs; (2) to develop curricula that 
appeals to the different learner preferences; and (3) to best utihze multiinedia in an adult 
learning format. These subject areas are important to all types of training sessions and 
canbe incorporated into any type of training situation. 
AdultLearning 
Broadwell (1990) stated^ current train-the-trainer courses are not effective because 
they arebasedupon trainingmyths. Some ofthernostrelevahtfrainingniyths to this 
project are: Platform skills are supremely important; videotaping student instructors 
improves teaching skills; watching experienced instmctors is a good way to leam; good 
instruction can overcome poor instmctionaldesign; andnot much canbe ledmedin three 
minutes of a practice session (Broadwell, 1990). i ; 
Instead ofbasing instruction on these myths, Broadwell believes Train-the-
Trainer courses should be based upon the opposite truths: Getting students involved is 
what is really important; videotape the audience rather than the instfhctdr to see if they 
are involved; watching experienced instructors does not show why they do the things 
they do; poor instructional design equals poor to mediocre instruction; and a lot can 
actually be learned in a short amount of time (Broadwell, 1990). 
Molden (1984) stated the following five strategies help adults in the learning 
process. Adult students should always be treated as individuals. Adultsleam best when
 
they build on previously learned life experiences and knowledge. Training should be
 
kept praetical and nottheoretical. The instructor should support studentlearning efforts
 
and should provide feedbaek on the student's progress.
 
According to Enowles(1989),everything weknow about adult learners suggests
 
that theyneed to be aetivelyinvolved in the learning proeess or they willpromptly forget
 
whatthey havejust been trained. Kndwlesdefines adult learners as having the following
 
characteristies:"Theyhave a deep psychological need to be self-directed;they bring into
 
anylearning situation resoureesform their previous experienee and training that are a
 
rich resource for one another's learning;they are task-centered,problem-eentered,and
 
life-eentered in their orientation to learning;^dthey are intrihsieally motivated to leam".
 
(p.84) With some initial direction,adults are able to diagnose their ownlearning needs,
 
formulate leaming goals,identify appropriate leaming materials,select and implement
 
learning strategies,and evaluate learning outeomes(Knowles,1989).
 
Sample(1997)states,to ipcrease effectivenessoflaw enforcement training,
 
training managers needto apply soimd instractional design to course eurriculum. Items
 
included in this are;assessing training goals,linking human performance to whatand
 
how students leam something,emphasizing training exercisesthat are vitally important to
 
actualjob performance,and ensuring scenarios and other activities are eonsistent with
 
training goals and objectives(Sample,1997).
 
Kemp(1997)states,for sound instmctional design it is necessaryto use proper
 
techniques to teach in the affective,cognitive,and psyehomotor domain. The affective
 
domain relates to ch^ging a person's fedings,behaviors,and attitudes. Sexual >
 
harassment trainuig is an exemplary example ofaffective domain teaching. Training
 
methodsthat are the most successful for teaching in this domain arc role play and
 
discussions. The cognitive domain refers to leaming intellectual information such as
 
department policies and specific procedures. Training methodsthat work especially well
 
for the cognitive domain are questions and answers,reading and writing essays,and
 
playing memory gamessuch as Jeopardy. The psychomotor domain that teaches skills
 
requiring the use ofmuscle coordination like in baton and defensivetactics training,is
 
most effective when allowing the students to practice in a controlled enviromncnt and
 
creating realistic scenarios(Kemp&Cochran,1997).
 
According to an Info-Line issue(1988),there are three stages learners go througli
 
depending on their ability and knowledge. The three stages are dependent,collaborative,
 
and interdependent. During the dependent stage courses should be used when the student
 
has little or no knowledge. These courses should be basic and arc best developed for new
 
work situations or introductory academic courses. During these situations,the learner
 
needs structure,direction,external reinforcement,and encouragement. The trainer
 
should take on the role ofdirector, expert,and authority figure.
 
When students already havesome knowledge ofthe subject and are readyto share
 
ideas,they are in the collaborative leaming stage. The collaborative learner needs
 
interaction,practice,observations,peer challenges,and experimentation. The trainer's
 
role should be as a collaborator,co-leamer,and environment setter.
 
The interdependent learner already has subject knowledge and needs to explore
 
more ofwhatthey are interested in. This learner needsintemal awareness,time for
 
experimentation,and nonjudgmental support. The instructor to the independent learner
 
should take on the role ofthe facilitator and delcgator(Info-line, 1988).
 
.Learning/Preferenceisv­
People develop preferences for learning and doing things as children and as
 
adults,they bring these preferences with them into training sessions. Adults mayeven
 
interpret the sarne inforrnatipn in different waysbased upon life experiences. Therefore,
 
it is essential in any instructional setting to take adult learning methods into account. In
 
addition to learning preferences,there are also manytypes ofintelligence and basic IQ
 
tests only test for math,logic,and linguistics. Intelligence is described as the ability to
 
solve problems that one encounters in real life;the ability to generate new problemsto
 
solve;and the ability to make something or offer a service that is valued in one's culture
 
(Campbell,Campbell,&Dickinson,1996).
 
According to Lazacr(1991),in addition to the three generally accepted
 
intelligence tested for on IQ tests(math,logic,and linguistics),there arc five other types
 
ofintelligence that arejust gaining acceptance. These are visual/spatial,
 
body/kinesthetic,music/rhythmic,interpersonal,and intrapersonal. According to the
 
definition above,Lazacr believes that people rely on one ofthe seven intelligences to
 
solve problems,generate problems,and make something ofvalue. Since peopleIcam in
 
different ways and most learners do notremember the majority ofinformation presented
 
in the lecture mode,it is essential for an instructor to vary lessons and incorporate
 
differenttypes ofactivities into training sessions. With this in mind,following are the
 
seven types ofintelligence and the waysin which the instructor can accommodate them.
 
Verbal and linguistic intelligence rely on language. Logical and mathematical are
 
scientific thinking and inductive reasoning. Visual and spatial intelligence uses the visual
 
arts and map making skills. Body and kinesthetic intelligence relies on the use ofthe
 
bodyto express emotions. Music/rhythmic recognizes rhythmic tones and pattems.
 
Interpersonal intelligence relies on working cooperatively in groups and social
 
interactions while intrapersonal intelligence involves the knowledge ofselfand relies
 
strongly on personal interpretation.
 
An instructor interested in providing a wide variety ofinstructional methodscan
 
appealto alltypes oflearners by:incorporating stories,metaphors,reading,and writing
 
for the linguistic person;relationships,pattems,and abstract symbolsfor the logical
 
person;and pictures,games,andimages for thevisual person. In addition to those listed
 
above,the kinesthetic person needs the opportunity to incorporatemoyement;the musical
 
person needs to hear voice,music,rhymes,and pattems;the interpersonal person needs
 
small group activities and interaction;and the intrapersonal person needs time alone to
 
think and analyze(Lazaer,1991).
 
With the goal ofmaking training student centered rather than instructor basedj
 
corporations are realizing itis imperative to seek out creative people and allow them to
 
bring their creativity into the corporate world(Filipczak, 1997). One ofthe major
 
stumbling block to creativity,is that management often is threatened bychanges and does
 
not always see the benefits ofthe new ideas. This especially is aconcem for police
 
training officers because they are held to state standards and are also a target for lawsuits.
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Waysto ayoid lawsuits are discussed by Hill(1997),who reminds trainers it is
 
imperative to keep training up-to-date and to maximize training benefits by making
 
scenarios as realistic as possible. Specifically,for police officer training,scenarios
 
should be set-up in an environment that the officer is likely to encounterin the field; For
 
example,trainers could use seized vehicles for traffic stops and other traffic related
 
crimes and use paint gunsfor firing situations and building searches(Hill, 1997).
 
Simulations also work well for dispatch training. According to Pivetta(1997),students
 
should be able to practice with actual equipment and respond to realistic calls during
 
courses. This allows students to make potentially life-threatening mistakes in a
 
controlled environment and allows students to practice not only with the equipment,but
 
also with stress management(Pivetta, 1997). Thesetwo examples oftraining provided to
 
the law enforcementcommunity exemplify ways to develop training to reach the teaming
 
modalities discussed by Lazaer.
 
Other organizations outside ofthe police community have also capitalized on
 
involving students in thelearning process. According to Correa(1997),a Fresno based
 
law firm has developed a board game similar to Trivial Pursuit that they are selling for
 
$800.00to corporations to train employees on sexual harassmentlaws. Firms find the
 
moneythey spend on the game insignificant compared with whatthey have saved as a
 
result ofthe training broughtthrough the game(Correa,1997). Even technical trainers
 
have realized that lecture on its own does not work. Instead,instructors are concentrating
 
onthefew things they actually want students to leam,and then focusing on developing
 
action mazes,case studies,answering questions,and allowing students to problem solve
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(Broadwell,1989).
 
However,as Ailes(1989)reminds us,it is important to keep presentations on the
 
topic and pertinent to students. To accomplish this,it is essential to make all
 
presentationsinteresting by developing a dynamic deliveiy style and appealing to the
 
audience emotionally. One ways to m^ce training interesting is to involve as manyofthe
 
student's senses as possible,especially by using visualimagery. When using facts and
 
statistics,it is necessary to makethem interesting and eomprehendible by developing a
 
visual pictme(Ailes, 1989).
 
Technology and Instruction
 
Mosttrainers recognize the iinportanGe ofinvolving the audience in the
 
presentation. However,veryfew individuals actually accomplish the task. Instead,in the
 
United States at any given time,94%ofall training iS conducted in thelecture mode
 
("What's YourJob,"1990). Instructors,trying to appealto the audience and utilize
 
technologyin the classroom,rely heavily ohPowerPoint and othercomputer presentation
 
material. Instead ofallowing Students to interact with the material,these presentation
 
methods continue to make the instruction iCctirre-based. Students are usually left to read
 
the screen and listen to the lecture. As stated previously,rese^ch byRigg(as cited in
 
Kroehncrt,1995),shows people willonlyremembera small portion ofthis information.
 
According to Schaaf(1992),instructors should also remember that students get sensory
 
overload and time Out after about 15 slides,so it is relatively useless to put an entire
 
outline onPowerPoint andjust read the slide to the class. Instead,a variety oftraining
 
methods Should be utilized with multimedia as an enhancementofall training methods,
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not as the only one.
 
When itcomes to computer based instractionj mostprograms were initially text
 
based and amounted to a book on the computer rather than in print. Most bitemet
 
training continues to be like this, bistructors using PowerPointcould learri alot from
 
basic computer based training programs that allow students to answer questions,solve
 
problems,evaluate solutions,manipulate information,compare and contrastitems,and
 
defend conclusions("What's YourJob," 1990).
 
Developersofmultimedia have alreadyrealized that students need interaction to
 
learn. Manyinstructors still need to be reminded thata Visual slide show like PowerPoint
 
does not constitute involvement. Itmaybemore interesting than lecture,but students
 
Still need to beinvolved and manipulate material to trulyleam and retain information.
 
■'Summary' - ' 
The purpose of this literature review was to gather information from experts who 
specialize ingood teaching techniques, identify the necessity of incorporating adult 
learning techniquesin training sessions, andrecognizing ways to better utilize 
multimedia inan adult leamirig fomiat. These subject areas are important to law 
enforcement trainingbut can also be incorporated into any type of training situation. 
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CHAPTERTHREE
 
Methodology
 
Introduction
 
This section describes how the project was developed. First,the student
 
population this course was developed for will he described. Second,the course materials
 
that were developed includes a course description,course outline,testing instruments,
 
and examples ofcourse assignments. Third,the estimated cost ofthis course is included.
 
The Chapter concludes with asummary.
 
Population Served
 
This course is intended for use by any police agency under the training umbrella
 
ofthe State ofCaliforniaPOST,specifically San Bernardino County Sheriffs
 
Department and San Bernardino Valley College working with police officers desiring to
 
become police training officers. All participants in the course will have a high school
 
diploma and most students will have an associates or higher college degree. Most
 
students will have some prior teaching experience specifically providing lectures.
 
Students will range in age from 25 to 55 with the mean at approximately 35. There will
 
he both males and females in the class with an average ofmore males. Motivation is
 
expected to be high because instructor development courses are mandated byPOST,and
 
are required for instructors to earn extra paythrough teaching. The hiajority ofstudents
 
attending the course willhe police officers assigned to an instructional capacity,crime
 
prevention officers,and training specialists. Students willleam in various ways;the
 
majority being either auditory,visual,or kinesthetic learners. In addition,students' skills
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and talents as instructors will vary.
 
Curriculum Design
 
The contents ofthecurriculum were developed bythePOST Master Instructor
 
DevelopmentProgram participants and instructors in Glass8 from September 1997 until
 
October 1998,and byan analysis ofliterature reviewed. The curriculum was developed
 
in accordance to thePOST and San Bernardino Valley College curriculum standards.
 
Since moststudents will have experience as lectiuers, this course wasnotintended to
 
provide basic presentation skills,rather to provide advanced teaching skills focusing on
 
the creation and facilitation ofinteractive training activities.
 
With the above goalin mind,the first topic ofinstruction will be typesoftraining
 
methods that are available. The next topic will be whattypes oftraining methods work
 
bestin various situations. Evaluation ofcurrent teaching methods and waysto
 
incorporate active training methods are included to make the training immediately
 
applicable to each student. Finally,specifics on developing,writing,and implementing
 
interactive training for presentations will be included. As a final project,students will
 
deliver and facilitate an interactive training activity to the rest ofthe class.
 
For the purpose ofthis project,an outline used by San Bernardino Valley College
 
wasfollowed. The outline consists ofthe following parts:Need for the course; cultural
 
diversity;rationale for other requests; catalog description;number oftimes the course
 
maybe repeated for credit;expected outcomesfor the students;course content;methods
 
ofinstruction; typical assignments;methods ofevaluation;typical texts; and other
 
supplies required ofthe students.
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Course Outline
 
■I. ' ; ■' ■ ■ ■■■■ 'Need for.the,course 
Officers in the San Bernardino County area need a course in advanced teaching 
skills. There is acourse available that teaches basic speaking and instruction 
skills,butnot one that instructs officers how to incorporate adult learning theory 
into their lessons, 
n. 	 Cultural diversity 
Culturally diverse issues willbe discussed in this course. Students in this course 
willlearnhow different cultures, student ages, and genders may effect interaction 
with the instructor of the course. 
III. 	 Rationale for other requests: None 
IV. 	 Catalog description 
To be a good instructor it takes more thanpublic speaking skills. Do youposses 
advanced instructor skills? Ifnot, challenge yourselfby taking tliis course and 
learn ways to incorporate principles of adult learningby keeping students 
involvedinyour material. Students willhave numerous opportunities to practice 
skills leamed. 
V. 	 Number of times the course may be repeated for credit: One 
VI. 	 Expected outcomes for the students 
By the end of this course, students will be able to: 
A. Describe, in written form and in their own words, three reasons to use 
introduction and icebreaker exercises. 
16 
B. From memory,students will write definitions for the following terms:
 
lectine,learning,interactive training.
 
C. From memory,students will list, in written form,with 100% accuracy,at
 
D;
 
E. Given a list offive steps needed to run ah intefactive learning activity.
 
F. Given an interactive training aetiyity worksheet,students vvill write an
 
points,and resources needed.
 
G. Demonstrate their ability to present a 10-15 minute mteractivelearning
 
activity to their peers thatincludes these three criteria: introduetion of
 
Vll. Course content outline
 
A. Registration and introduction
 
B. Pre-test
 
C. Goals and objectives ofthe course
 
D. Define terms and discussion
 
E. Types ofinteractive training
 
F. Evaluate outlines
 
G. Typesoflearning
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H. Where to start developing interactive training activities
 
I. Evaluate yourown outline
 
J. Task analysis
 
K. Time calculations
 
L. Evaluate and revise your own outline
 
M.Topics in an interactive training activity
 
N. Develop an interactive training activity
 
O. Student presentations
 
P. Written test
 
Q. Course evaluations
 
VIII. 	Methods ofinstruction
 
This course incorporates lecture,role-play,small group activities,individual
 
study,and learning games.
 
IX. 	 Typical assignments
 
Students will develop an interactive training activity and be required to present it
 
to the class.
 
X. 	 Methods ofevaluation
 
Atthe end ofthis course,students will be issued a multiple choice and fill-in the
 
blank test. To pass the course,students must score at least 70%on the
 
examination,turn in their assignments,and present their interactive training
 
activity to the class.
 
XT. 	 Typical texts
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Handouts will be produced by the instructor and provided to the students.
 
XII. Other suppliesrequired ofthe students:None 
Budget , ■ 
Estimated costofthis course is $830.00 per course offering for instruction,
 
clerical support,printing,handout niaterials,certificates, office supplies,mailings,and
 
miscellaneous supplies. This cost is sufficient to serve25 students per offering. This
 
loss can he madeup byearning full-time equivalent student hours through San
 
Bernardino Valley College or hycharginga student fee.
 
CurreuTPrograms'^
 
Currently,there is only onePOST approved advanced instructor development
 
course in Califomia. This is an instructor update course sponsored hyFresno City
 
College. Re^onalTraining Centerin San Diego and histitute for CriminalIntelligence
 
both provide very interactive training courses. The Institute for CriminalIntelligence
 
courses are only available to potential instructors for that institute. Thesefew instructor
 
update courses do not meetthe need ofPOST instructors throughoutthe state. This
 
course in part is based upon thePOST Master Instructor Development Program that is a
 
240-hour program offered twice per year. The Master Instractor DevelopmentProgram
 
participants are selected through an extensive screening process and it is notopen to all
 
students.
 
Summary
 
The steps used to develop this project were outlined. The target population for
 
this course was police training instructors. This course was designed to improve the
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relevant learning activities. The cost ofrunning the course is reasonable and can be
 
offset by charging a materials fee. This course would be an original course that covers
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CHAPTER FOUR
 
Conclusions and Recommendations
 
Introduction
 
Asa result ofreviewing the literature and examining existing advanced instructor
 
developmentprograms,anumber ofconclusions and recommendations were formed.
 
These conclusions and recommendations follow. The Chapter concludes with a
 
summary.
 
Conclusions
 
In developing this project,the conclusions were made that current police
 
instructors lack the teaching skills to effectively involve the students in the learning
 
process. Current police instructor programs focus on presentation skills,rather than on
 
adultlearning theory and its application to classroom instruction. Many police
 
instructors who complete police instructor programs are not prepared to develop
 
interactive course curriculum. When instructors rely solely on lecture,students do not
 
retain enough information to competently perform theirjob.
 
Recommendations
 
Toimprove the quality ofpolice training classes,it is recommended that police
 
instructor developmentcurriculum is updated to incorporate adult learning concepts,
 
rather than strictly presentatibii skills. Police instructor curriculum should be reviewed
 
annually for student participation and be updated as needed. Focus should be placed
 
upon the ability ofpolice training instructors to be proficientin delivering material in a
 
manner that increases student retention.
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Summary
 
Conclusions and recommendations were formed as a result ofreviewing the
 
related literature and examining existing police instructor development programs.
 
Chapter Four reviewed the conclusions and recommendations derived from this project.
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APPENDIXA
 
Instructional Systems Design and Lesson Plan
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INSTRUCTIONALSYSTEMS DESIGN
 
for
 
ACTIVE TRAINING METHODS
 
GOAL
 
The goal ofthe course is:
 
1. Students will become familiar with and have a greater understanding of using
 
interactive training activities in their future classes.
 
TOPICS AND JOB TASKS
 
Topic
 
Define training terms
 
Types of interactive training
 
Whatare the best training methods for
 
various situations
 
Flowchart
 
Evaluate your own outline
 
Task analysis
 
Time calculations
 
Topics in an interactive training activity
 
Create an interactive training activity
 
for a presentation
 
Student presentations
 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
 
Job Task
 
Define and write definitions for training terms
 
List at least five different types of interactive training
 
methods
 
Decide when it is best to use different types of
 
training methods
 
Use the flow chart when developing interactive
 
training
 
Take suggestionsfrom other students and
 
incorporate them into your outline
 
Brainstorm items and steps needed to run an activity
 
Determine how long it takes to create an interactive
 
training activity
 
Identify topics necessary to develop an interactive
 
training activity
 
Use a task analysis and your outline and notes to
 
develop an interactive training activity
 
Instruct courses using interactive training methods
 
1. 	Students will describe, in written form and in their own words,three reasons to
 
use introduction and icebreaker exercises.
 
2. From memory,students wiil write definitions for the foliowing terms: lecture,
 
learning, interactive training.
 
3. From memory,students wili list, in written form,with 100% accuracy,at least five
 
different types ofinteractive training methods.
 
4. From memory,students wili write definitions for the following terms:
 
psychomotor, affective, and cognitive domains.
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5. Given a list offive steps needed to run an interactive learning activity, students
 
will list them in chronological order with 80% accuracy.
 
6. Given an Interactive training activity worksheet,students will write an interactive
 
training activity including specific directions, key learning points, and resources
 
needed.
 
7. Students will demonstrate their ability to presenta 10-15 minute interactive
 
learning activity to their peers that includes these three criteria: Introduction of
 
activity, key learning points ofthe activity, conclusion ofthe activity.
 
SUBJECT CONTENT
 
DAYONE
 
I. Registration and Introduction
 
A. 	Register with POST and/or San Bernardino Valley College
 
8. 	Rules and Regulations of the training facility
 
0. Students and instructor/s introduce themselves
 
Activity #1
 
II. Goals and objectives of the course
 
A. 	Goal
 
1. 	Students will become familiar with and have a greater understanding
 
of using interactive training activities in their future classes.
 
B. 	Objectives
 
1. 	Students will describe, in written form and in their own words,three
 
reasons to use introduction and icebreaker exercises.
 
2. From memory,students will write definitions for thefollowing terms:
 
lecture, learning, interactive training.
 
3. From memory,students will list, in written form, with 100% accuracy,
 
at least five different types of interactive training methods.
 
4. From memory,students will write definitions for the following terms:
 
psychomotor learning, affective learning, and cognitive learning.
 
5. Given a list offive steps needed to run an interactive learning activity,
 
students will list them in chronological order with 80% accuracy.
 
6. Given an interactive training activity worksheet,students will write an
 
interactive training activity Including specific directions, key learning
 
points, and resources needed.
 
7. Students will demonstrate their ability to present a 10-15 minute
 
interactive learning activity to their peers that includes these three
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criteria: introduction of activity, key learning points of the activity,
 
conclusion ofthe activity.
 
III. 	 Define ternis and discussion ;
 
Activity#3
 
A. 	Learning
 
1. 	Knowledge or skills acquired by instruction or study that leads to a
 
modification of behavior.
 
B. 	Lecture
 
1. A discourse given before an audience or class for the purpose of
 
instruction.
 
C. 	Active learning
 
1. 	Engage in action to acquire knowledge,experience or skills to modify
 
behavior.
 
IV. 	 Types of interactive training
 
Activity#4
 
A. 	Action Maze
 
8. 	Brainstorm
 
C. 	Case study
 
D. 	Demonstration
 
E. 	Field trips
 
F. 	Films and videos
 
G. Games
 
H. 	Group discussion
 
I. 	 Modified lecture
 
J. 	Questions and answer
 
K. 	Role play
 
L. 	Simulations
 
M. Student practice
 
N. 	Student reading
 
0. Sub-group activity
 
V. 	 Evaluate outlines
 
Activity#5
 
A. Look for ways to improvesomeone else's outline by using interactive
 
training methods.
 
B. 	Give at least three examples on each outline
 
0. 	Evaluate at least three outlines
 
D. 	Discussion and debrief
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VI. 	 Review
 
A. Koosh Ball review
 
B. Reminder about next class date
 
DAYTWO
 
I. 	 Introduction oftopics
 
A. Objectives ofthe day
 
1. From memory,students will write definitions for the following terms:
 
psychomotor, affective, and cognitive domains.
 
i. Given a list offive steps needed to run an interactive learning activity,
 
students will list them in chronological order with 80% accuracy.
 
B. Types of learning
 
C. Flowcharts
 
D. Evaluate your own outline
 
E. Task analysis
 
F. Time calculations
 
G. Homework assignment
 
II. 	 Types of learning
 
Activity#7
 
A. Psychomotor - muscle memory
 
B. Affective - changing behavior
 
C. Cognitive - knowledge
 
D. When to use each type of training
 
1. Action Maze
 
2. Brainstorm
 
3. Case study
 
4. Demonstration
 
5. Field trips
 
6. Films and videos
 
7. Games
 
8. Group discussion
 
9. Modified lecture
 
10. Questions and answer
 
11. Role play
 
12.Simulations
 
13. Student practice
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14. Student reading 
15. Sub-group activity 
III. Where to start developing interactive training activities 
A. Student discussion about where they start 
B. Brainstorm 
C. Create a flow chart 
IV. Evaluate your own outline 
Activity#8 
A. Review examples given on your outlines 
B. Select at least three ofthe best ideas to add to your outline 
C. Add any additionaiideas 
V. Task analysis 
Activity#9 
A. Groups make a task analysis for a type of interactive training 
B. Present information to the class 
C. Group discussion 
1. Circle commonalties in task analysis' 
a. Used for all activities 
VI. Time calculations 
Activity#10 
A. Complete time calculation table 
B. Discuss findings with class 
C. Calculate scores from all students and calculate averages 
VII. Review of day 
Activity#11 
A. Homework assignment- Activity#5 with revised outlines 
B. Reminder about next class date 
DAY THREE
 
I. Introduction oftopics
 
A. 	Objectives ofthe day
 
1. 	Given an interactive training activity worksheet,students will write an
 
interactive training activity including specific directions, key learning
 
points, and resources needed.
 
B. 	Evaluate and revise your own outline
 
C. 	Topics in an interactive training activity
 
D. 	Create an interactive training activity for class presentations
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II. Evaluate and revise your own outline 
Activity#8 
A. Review examples given on your outlines 
B. Select at least three ofthe best ideas to add to your outline 
C. Add any additional ideas 
III. Topics in an interactive training activity 
A. Time needed to complete the activity 
B. Activity description 
1. Detailed 
2. Chronological order 
3. Simple language 
0. Key learning points 
1. Whatthe student will gain from the activity 
2. Reasons to use the activity rather than lecture 
D. Resources needed 
1. List all items needed to successfully run the activity 
IV. Develop an interactive training activity 
Activity#12 
A. Use the following information to make an Interactive learning activity 
1. Outline with new ideas on it 
2. Flowchart 
3. Taskanalysis 
4. Blank activity sheet 
5. Examples ofcompleted activity sheets 
V. Review of day 
Activity #11 
A. Review for test 
B. Reminder about next class date 
DAY FOUR
 
I. Introduction oftopics
 
A. Objectives for the day
 
1. Students will demonstrate their ability to present a 10-15 minute
 
interactive learning activity to their peers that includes these three
 
criteria: introduction of activity, key learning points ofthe activity,
 
conclusion ofthe activity.
 
B. Evaluation forms
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1. POST evaluation 
2. Instructor evaluation 
C. Test 
D. Student presentations 
II. Student presentations 
Activity#12 
A. Interactive presentations 
B. Verbal critiques at the end ofeach presentation 
1. Instructor 
2. Self-critique 
3. Students 
A. Written critiques 
1. Instructor 
2. Students 
III. Written test 
IV. Course evaluations 
A. POST evaiuation 
B. Instructor evaluation 
PRIORITIES AND CONSTRAINTS
 
The most important items in this course are the creation of learning activities and the
 
time allotted for student practice.
 
The group needs to be small to create a non-threatening environment and allow
 
students to work with each other to deveiop training activities. The small class size,
 
no more than 18students, also ailows for a great deal of participation and interaction
 
in smail group activities. The course is developed to be 16 hours and spread out
 
over four sessions. This allows time for students to digest information and develop a
 
final project. It Is necessary to have at least one classroom available approximately
 
20'X40'. In addition, it is greatly desired to have at least one other area where
 
students can work in groups. It is recommended,weather permitting,to hold the
 
group sessions outside(to promote creativity). One instructor Is needed to facilitate
 
group and individual activities.
 
LEARNER CHARACTERISTICS
 
All participants will have a high school diploma and most will have an AA or higher
 
degree. Ail students will havesome prior teaching experience and preferabiy have
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attended a Train the Trainer type course. Students will range in agefrom 25 to 55
 
with the mean at about 35. There will be both males and females in the class with
 
an average of morefemales. Motivation is expected to be high because the initial
 
class will be by invitation only. For subsequent classes,students will be drawn from
 
the 24-hour Instructor Development course. The main people attending the course
 
will be Grime Prevention Officers, Training Specialists, and Police Officers assigned
 
to an instructional capacity. Students will learn in various ways:the majority being
 
auditory, visual or kinesthetic learners. In addition,they will vary by their skills and
 
talents as an instructor. In previous Instructor Development courses,some students
 
have been assigned to attend. In these cases,students usually are not as receptive
 
to the training environment.
 
INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES
 
Various training aids will be utilized to facilitate the learning process. The following
 
will be necessary to successfully run the course:
 
Flip chart paper White board Handouts 
Computer PowerPoint Overhead projector 
Water-based marking pens TV or projector Koosh Ball 
Book, 100 Training Games Student handouts PowerPoint disk 
Overhead transparencies Dry erase markers Pens or pencils 
Masking tape Transparency marking pens 
SUPPORT SERVICES
 
The course will be held in a 20'X40'classroom at San Bernardino Regional Training
 
Center. The main facilitator and lead instructor will be Colleen Baker. If an agency
 
does not have any audio/visual equipment to begin with,the cost of the course will
 
be $5532. Ifan agency has access to audio/visual equipment or does not choose to
 
use any audio/visual equipment,the cost to hold this course is $829.
 
PRE-TEST
 
There will be a short written pre-test which is similar to the post-test. This will give
 
the instructor an idea of what skills and knowledge the students bring to class. Pre
 
tests will be self-graded so students will be able to gauge their entrance knowledge
 
related to subject content.
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TESTING AND EVALUATIONS
 
en examination in which they are reqi
 
Class
 
luding the student presentation) will be equivalent to 8i
 
student's grade.
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ACTIVE TRAINING METHODS LESSON PLAN ■ DAYONE
 
i3ir:fi3iiiHasiiira. _ _i)3A«ll;<NKikVaaHaa ■ 
50 minutes introduce seif ^Complete registration forms ♦POST and/or college registration 
Registration 
Student/Staffintroductions 
P^ass outand coiiectPOST and/or 
college registration forms 
■^Teii rules and regulations about 
facility 
^Explain student introduction 
exercise 
^Participate in studentintroduction 
activity 
forms 
♦Pen or pencil 
♦Activity #1 
♦Flip chart paper 
♦Marking pens 
♦Masking tape 
Pass out student handouts 
10 minute break 
U) 
U) 
50 minutes 
Pre-test 
Goais and objectives 
Defining training terms 
^Pass out and coiiect pre-test 
■♦Lead discussion about reasons to 
use a pre-test and types of pre-tests 
■♦State goals and objectives of the 
course 
■♦introduce training terms: learning. 
lecture, active ieaming 
■♦Explain student activity 
^Participate in pre-test 
^Participate in discussion 
■♦Participate in small group activity to 
define training terms 
. Activity #2 and Activity #3 
♦PowerPointor overhead slides 
♦Pre-test 
♦Pen or pencil 
♦Assignment cards 
♦Flip chart paper 
♦Marking pens 
♦Masking tape 
10 minute break 
30 minutes 
Types of interactive training 
■♦Explain student activity 
^Lead group discussion about types 
of interactive training 
^Participate in group brainstorm 
activity 
^Participate in group discussion 
Activity #4 
♦Flip chart 
♦Marking pens 
♦Masking tape 
60 minutes + 10 minute flex 
break 
Evaiuate three other 
"♦Explain activity 
Optional: participate in activity 
■♦Participate in student activity by 
critiquing three other student's 
outiines 
Activity #5 
♦Pen or pencil 
♦Three outlines from each student 
student's outiines 
20 minutes 
Koosh baii review 
■♦Explain student activity 
^Remind students about next class 
^Participate in review activity Activity #6 
♦Koosh bail 
Reminder about next ciass session Optional: flip chart, marking pens and 
masking tape 
  
 
ACTIVETRAINING METHODS LESSON PLAN - DAYTWO
 
SUBJECT and TIME WHATINSTRUCTOR DOES WHATSTUDENTSDO RESOURCES NEEDED 
50 minutes Introduce topics ♦Participate in student activity ♦PowerPoint or overhead slides 
Introduction of topics ■estate objectives of the day ♦Participate in group discussion Activity #7 
Objectives of the day Introduce types of learning ♦Scenario cards 
Psychomotor, affective and Explain student activity ♦Pen or pencil 
cognitive iearnihg ^Lead group discussion ♦Flip chart paper 
♦Marking pens 
♦Masking tape 
1 10 minute break ' 
50 minutes ■^Lead group discussion/brainstorm ♦Participate in group brainstorm ♦Flow chart sheet (overhead) 
Where to start> fiovv chart Lead creation of a flow chart ♦Take notes on the flow chart sheet ♦Overhead transparency pens 
Evaluate your own putline ^Explain student activity ♦Participate in student activity Activity #8 
♦Each student should have three 
critiqued outlines 
♦Pen or pencil
4^	 i 10 minute break | 
50 minutes ^Explain student activity ♦Participate in student activity Activity #9 
Task analysis ^Lead group presentations ♦Participate in group presentations ♦Flip chart paper r 
•^Lead group discussion ♦Participate in group discussion ♦Marking pens 
♦Masking tape 
1 10minulB-break-'v^;'';:';: ^ r' | 
50:minutes "♦Explain student activities ^ ♦Participate in student activities Activity #10, #11 and #5 
Time caiculatidns ■♦Collect scores from all students ♦Participate in group discussion ♦Time calculation sheet 
Review of the day and calculate averages ♦Pen or pencil 
♦Lead group discussion	 ♦Tic-tac-toe (overhead, question and 
♦Lead tic-tac-toe review .	 answer sheet) 
♦Explain homework assignment ♦Three revised outlines from all ' 
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ .. ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ♦Remind students about next class students 
1 
 ACTIVE TRAINING METHODS LESSON PLAN - DAYTHREE 
SUBJECT and TIME WHATINSTRUCTOR DOES WHATSTUDENTSDO RESOURCES NEEDED 
50 minutes 
Introduction oftopics 
Objectives ofthe day 
Evaluate and revise ovim 
■^introduce topics 
■estate objectives of the day 
^►Explain student activity : 
♦Participate in student activity ♦PowerPoint or overhead slides 
Activity#8 
♦Three critiqued outlines for each 
student 
outline 
1 10 minute break 
♦Pen or pencil 
1 
U) 
50 minutes 
How-to write a training 
activity 
Create an interactive training 
activity for student 
presentations 
^ 
r 10 nlinute break 
^Introduce activity topics; activity 
descriptibn. key learning points, 
resources 
■♦Show examples and resources 
"♦Ask for student input to write a 
sample activity 
♦Explain student activity 
♦Participate in writing a sample 
activity 
♦Participate in student activity 
♦PowerPoint or overhead slides 
♦Writing a student activity overhead 
♦Transparency pens 
Activity #12 
♦Examples of written interactivities : 
from MIDP and 100 Training Games 
♦Blank activity sheets 
♦Pen or pencil 
1 
50 minutes 
Create ah interactive training 
activity for student 
presentations continued 
i 10 minute break 1 
60 minutes ' ♦Lead review for the final test ♦Participatein final test review Opf/ona/; activity #11 
Review for final test Opf/ona/; tic-tac-toe : ♦Optional: participate in tic-tac-toe Optionai: tic-tac-toe transparency 
Reminder about next class ♦Remind students about next class Optionai: tic-tac^oe question and 
♦Remind students about their answer sheet 
student presentation : 
 ACTIVETRAINING METHODS LESSON PLAN ■ DAYFOUR 
50 minutes •^Introduces topics for the day ■^Complete instructor and POST ♦Instructor and POST evaluation 
Introduction of topics ■^States objectives for the day evaluation forms forms 
Objectives of the day ■^Passes out instmctor and POST ; •^Takes written test and turns it in ♦Written test 
Instructor and POST evaluation forms ♦Pen or pencil 
evaluations ^Passes out an collects final test 
Test ■ ■^Grades written tests 
10 minute break ■ 
50 minutes 
Student preSentatiohs 
; {#Keep students on time when giving 
their presentation 
^Participate in student presentations 
Participate in verbal critique 
Activity #13 
♦Written critique forms 
^Lead verbal critique after each ^Complete written critique on each ♦Pen or pencil 
student presentation presentation 
^Complete written critique after each 
presentation 
U) 
.o^ 
10 minute break / ; : v 
50 minutes 
Student presentations 
continued 
10 minute break 
50 minutes "^Collect instructor and POST ■^Turn in instructor and POST ♦Completion certificates 
Student presentations 
continued 
evaluation forms 
^Present completion certificates to 
evaluation forms 
^Accept completion certificate 
students 
APPENDIXB
 
StudentLearning Activities
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STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITY#1
 
STUDENTINTRODUCTIONS
 
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION
 
Ask students,one person at a time, whatthey would like to know about each
 
other. Write the ideas on a flip chart or white board.
 
Have students find a partner and answer the questions on the flip chart. Allow
 
students approximately 15-minutes for students to interview each other. After
 
they have interviewed each other, have the pairs ofstudents come to the front of
 
the class and introduce each other.
 
Instructor writes similarities on a flip chart.
 
Discuss benefits and drawbacks of using introduction and icebreaker activities.
 
Write these on the board.
 
KEY LEARNING POINTS
 
1. 	Benefits of using introductions and icebreakers:
 
■	 Makes students feel comfortable with other students and the relaxed
 
atmosphere.
 
■ 	 Allows students from an outside agency meetsomeone and make a friend ­
excellentforionger classes.
 
■	 Sets the tone for the class. 
■ 	 Allows students the chance to feel comfortable participating in the class. 
2. 	Drawbacks of using introductions and icebreakers:
 
■ Time necessary for introductions or activity. 
" The instructor needs to be prepared with resources needed to run the activity. 
RESOURCES NEEDED
 
1. 	Pen or pencil
 
2. 	Flip chart paper and marking pens
 
DISCUSS WITH CLASS
 
Question: Why did the instructor use this type of activity?
 
Answer: Throughout the entire course,there are many group and individual
 
activities. An introduction activity makes students more comfortable with each
 
other quickly. Any type of introduction exercise would accomplish the same goal.
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STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITY#2
 
PRE-TEST
 
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION
 
Pass out pre test and allow time for students to complete(approximately 20
 
minutes). Have students discuss answers and keep the test to complete through
 
out the class and use it as a study tool.
 
Lead group discussion about reasons to use a pre-test.
 
KEY LEARNING POINTS
 
1. Identifies reasons to use a pre-test.
 
A. Evaluate knowledge and skiirievel of the class.
 
B. Gets the buy-in of the students if they were"forced"to attend.
 
C. Identifies students who know the material to use as resources and group
 
leaders.
 
2. Test knowledge related to the course material to allow the instructor to modify
 
curriculum when necessary.
 
RESOURCES NEEDED
 
1. Pre-test
 
2. Pen or pencil
 
DISCUSS WITH CLASS
 
Question: Whatwere reasons in this class to use a pre-test?
 
Answer: Teststudent knowledge and experience with active training
 
Question: How does this activity tie into the entire course?
 
Answer: Model one type of non-threatening activity that is easy to create and
 
implement.
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ACTIVE TRAINING METHODS
 
PRE-TEST
 
1. Describe three reasons to use introduction and icebreaker exercises.
 
2. Define active learning.
 
3. List at least ten different types of interactive training methods.
 
4. Define psychomotor learning.
 
5. Whatare the three criteria to consider when creating and writing an interactive
 
training activity?
 
6. Define affective learning.
 
7. What is one disadvantage of using interactive training in courses?
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ACTIVETRAINING METHODS
 
PRE-TEST KEY
 
1. 	Describe three reasons to use introduction and icebreaker exercises.
 
Establish rappoil with Glass rnembers Determine agenda for the day
 
Gives everyone an opportunity to participate Group interaction
 
Set or change the mood ofthe ciassrooin Refocus attention
 
Provides the instructor and studentsfeedback introduce a new concept
 
Stimulate creative thinking Evaiuation of a topic
 
2. Define active learning.
 
Active learning - Engage in action to acquire knowledge,experience or skills to
 
modify behavior
 
3. 	List at least ten different types of interactive training methods.
 
Action Maze Brainstorm Case study Demonstration 
Films and videos Games Group discussion Modified lecture 
Questions and answer Field trips Role play Simuiations 
Student practice , Student reading Sub-group activity 
4. Define psychomotor learning.
 
Psychomotor Learning - Psychomotor learning deals with physical skills. It is
 
whatthe learner has to do in order to achieve the goal. An increase in skill is the
 
goal when teaching in the psychomotor domain.
 
5. What are the three criteria to cohsider when creating and writing an interactive
 
training activity?
 
Activity Description Key Learning Points Resources Needed
 
6. Define affective learning.
 
Affective Learning - Affective data is indirect and intangible. A change of
 
attitude or acceptance of other> attitudes is the goal when teaching in thi
 
domain.
 
7. What is one disadvantage of using interactive training in courses?
 
Takes more time Requires more unscheduled time for student practice
 
Utilizes more and varied resources initial negative response by students
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STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITY#3
 
DEFINE TRAINING TERMS
 
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION
 
Instructor introduces training terms: lecture, learning, active learning.
 
Assign three groups. Give each group a term to define and give an example
 
of when it is a good time to use types of training.
 
Allow approximately 15 minutes forgroups to complete the task. Have each
 
group present their findings to the class. Lead group discussion aboutstudent
 
contributions.
 
KEY LEARNING POINTS
 
1. 	Definition of words
 
■	 Lecture - A discourse given before an audience or class for the purpose of 
instruction. 
■	 Learning - Knowledge or skills acquired by instruction or study that leads to a 
modification of behavior. 
■ 	 Active learning - Engage in action to acquire knowledge,experience or skills 
to modify behavior. 
2. Which type of training is best? Why?
 
Interactive training should be best because students are figuring out
 
information for themselves and contributing their knowledge to the class.
 
3. Which type of training do students learn the mostfrom?
 
Should be interactive training because students have had to think and
 
interpret
 
Information, notjust listen to it.
 
RESOURCESNEEDED
 
1. 	Cards with assignments on them
 
2. 	Pen or pencil
 
3. 	Flip chart paper and marking pens and masking tape
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DISCUSS WITH CLASS
 
Question: Whatare the advantages and disadvantages of a sub-group activity?
 
Answer: Advantages-student participation, easy to manage. Disadvantages-

research appropriate topics.
 
Question: Why was a sub-group activity selected?
 
Answer: Three terms to define, students present answers, variety.
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Group 1 Define Lecture
 
Give an example of when it is good to use lecture and when it is
 
bad to use lecture.
 
Each person:
 
What percentage of your current class is presented in the lecture
 
mode?
 
Cut here
 
Group2 Define Learning
 
How do you know that learning hasor has nottaken place?
 
Each person:
 
Give an example ofcircumstances when you find it the easiest to
 
learn.
 
Cut here
 
Group3 Define Active Learning
 
Whatare benefits and drawbacks of using active learning
 
techniques?
 
Each person:
 
Give an example ofa course you have attended that utilized
 
active learning methods.
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STUDENTLEARNING ACTIVITY#4
 
TRAINING BRAINSTORM
 
AGTIVITY DESGRIPTION
 
Ask students to think ofways they have been trained and how they have
 
trained others. Have a student volunteer write these answers on a flip chart. You
 
should get answers like: small group activities, role play,lecture, questions and
 
answers,etc. Ask students to be as creative as possible and think of different
 
ways to train someone. You may get answers like: field trips, games,mazes,
 
computers,etc. Have students explain how each activity works and give an
 
example ofactivities they have participated in.
 
Lead discussion about whatstudents like best as a student and what they like
 
to do best as an instructor. Whattypes of training havethey remembered the
 
mostfrom and liked the best? Etc.
 
KEY LEARNING POINTS
 
1. There are many options to use besides resorting to lecture to teach the
 
information.
 
2. 	Most often, people learn whatthey like and remember what has been
 
contributed from interaction.
 
3. Students should see thatsome ofthe items listed are difficult to organize and
 
others are easy but they are all valuable.
 
RESOURGES NEEDED
 
Flip chart paper and marking pens
 
DISGUSS WITH GLASS
 
Question: Whatare the advantages and disadvantages ofa large group
 
discussion?
 
Answer: Advantages- many ideas in a short amount oftime. Disadvantages-

Facilitation of discussion, noteveryone participates.
 
Question: Why was a large group discussion selected?
 
Answer: Variety, many ideas,and no overlap of ideas.
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STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITY#5
 
PAPERSHUFFLE
 
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION
 
Collect three outlines from each student(without their name on them).
 
Shuffle outlines. Pass out one outline to each student, making sure no one
 
receives their own outline back. Have students evaiuate the outiine for student
 
learning activities. Students should write suggestions in the margins ofthe
 
outiine. After 20 minutes, have students pass in the critiqued outlines. Pass out
 
fresh outlines to students ensuring that no one receives their own outiine nor an
 
outiine they have already critiqued. Repeat this three times. Students should
 
have critiqued all outlines.
 
Atthe end of the exercise,stack outlines on a table and allow students the find
 
their three critiqued outlines.
 
KEY LEARNING POINTS
 
1. 	It is usuaily easier to look at another person's putline objectively and think of
 
better ways to instruct the class.
 
2. After seeing their critiqued outlines, students shouid realize there is more than
 
one way to instruct the same subject. ^ .
 
RESOURCESNEEDED
 
1. 	Three outlines from each student(without their name on them)
 
2. 	Pen or pencil
 
DISCUSS WITH CLASS
 
Question: Whatare the advantages and disadvantages of an individual activity?
 
Answer: Advantages-work on own,no compromises, use own learning
 
preferences. Disadvantages-people work at different paces, little interaction.
 
Question: Why was ah individual activity selected?
 
Answer: Two previous activities weregroup activities, allow students to work at
 
their own pace,freedom in the learning process and environment.
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STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITY#6
 
KOOSH BALL REVIEW
 
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION
 
Toss koosh ball to one student. Ask them to state one topic that was covered
 
during the class and whatthey will remember aboutthe topic. Once they have
 
stated whatthey will remember,have the student toss the ball to another class
 
member and repeat the process. Make sure everyone gets the opportunity to
 
participate in the review exercise.
 
Optional: Write topics on a flip chart and hang on the wall for the nextclass
 
session.
 
KEY LEARNING POINTS
 
1. One interactive way to review the day and review key points in the training.
 
2. Value and variety of closing activities, rather than lecturing to review.
 
"^SOURCES NEEDED
 
1. Koosh ball or other soft ball
 
2. Optional: Flip chart
 
3. Optional: Marking pens
 
4. Optional: Masking tape
 
DISCUSS WITH CLASS
 
Question: Why was this activity used?
 
Answer: Demonstrates one way to liven up a discussion/question and answer
 
session, illustrates that almost any object can be used to facilitate learning and
 
participation, unpredictability.
 
Question: Whattype ofstudent situations can you anticipate when running a
 
game-like activity?
 
Answer: Unpredictability, random student participation, off-the-cuff answers,
 
humor,rowdiness.
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STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITY#7
 
PSYCHOMOTOR,AFFECTIVE,COGNITIVE
 
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION
 
After introducing the difference between psychomotor, affective and cognitive
 
skills, assign three groups. Give each group a different scenario card. Have
 
groups concentrate on the skill desired and select three types of training that
 
would best accomplish this skill. Haveeach group explain the types of training
 
they would use being specific with examples.
 
Allow time for each group to summarize their conclusions with the class. Lead
 
discussion. .
 
KEY LEARNING POINTS 	 ~
 
1. Students should seesome types of training lend themselves to teaching
 
various skills:
 
■	 Psychomotor - Demonstration,practice, videos,sequential pictures, 
simulations. 
■ 	 Affective - Role play, readings,simulations,group activities. 
■	 Cognitive-Games,student reading,tests, field trips. 
2. The example of whattype of training and how-to use it helps students see that
 
you can use different techniques to teach the same skiil.
 
RESOURCES NEEDED 	 ~
 
1. 	Scenario cards
 
2. 	Pen or pencil
 
3. 	Flip chart paper and marking pens
 
DISCUSS WITH CLASS ~
 
Question: What are the advantages and disadvantages of a sub-group activity?
 
Answer: Advantages-student participation, easy to manage. Disadvantages-

research appropriate topics.
 
Question:Why was a sub-group activity selected?
 
Answer: Three terms to define,students present answers, variety.
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Group 1 Define Psychomotor Learning
 
List types of interactive training methods that best apply
 
themselves to teach psychomotor skills and why you selected
 
each training method.
 
Cut here
 
Group2 Define Affective Learning
 
List types of interactive training methods that best apply
 
themselves to teach affective skills and why you selected each
 
training method.
 
Cut here
 
Groups Define Cognitive Learning
 
List types of interactive training methods that best apply
 
themselves to teach cognitive skills and why you selected each
 
training method.
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STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITY#8
 
EVALUATE AND IMPROVE OUTLINES
 
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION
 
Students should have three of their outlines that have already been critiqued
 
by other students on the class. Allow approximately 30-minutes for students to
 
evaluate suggestions from other students and re-write their outlines incorporating
 
some ofthesuggestions. Students may ask their outline evaluator for clarification
 
on concepts.
 
After students have re-written their outlines, lead a discussion about whatthe 
students adopted or did not choose to use. Ask questions like whatsurprised 
them the most,were there any topics that evaluators suggested different activities 
for, etc. . " " ■ ' ' ' . . . . - ■ ' ' 
KEY LEARNING POINTS
 
1. 	Even though students spend a lot oftime planning fora class and writing
 
outlines,someone else can often be more objective and suggest ways to
 
improve a course.
 
2. Someone else may suggest an idea for a student activity that you would never
 
think of using.
 
3. 	Many types of activities may be appropriate to teach thesame subject.
 
RESOURCES NEEDED
 
1. 	Each student should have3critiqued outlines
 
2. 	Pen or pencil
 
DISCUSSWITH CLASS
 
Question: What was the purpose ofthe activity?
 
Answer: Give students the opportunity to see what other students suggested for
 
ways to instruct the topic.
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STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITY#9
 
TASK ANALYSIS
 
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION
 
Assign four groups. Assign each group one type of training method identified
 
in Student Learning Activity #4. Have each decide on a hypothetical scenario to
 
go with the type of activity. Have the group brainstorm everything necessary to
 
run the activity from start to finish. The groups should put the steps in the order
 
they would occur.
 
Groups should write their task analysis on a flip chart and present their
 
conclusions to the class.
 
KEY LEARNING POINTS
 
1. 	There are numerous details to be planned for to develop and run an activity.
 
2. 	No matter which type of training method selected,there are certain steps that
 
need to be considered in each like:
 
A. 	Introducing the concept.
 
B. 	Giving students directions.
 
0. Having handout materials and any additional materials prepared in
 
advance „■
 
D. 	Time necessary to run an activity. 
E. 	Review the activity at the end and make the transfer between the activity 
and the application to their jobs. 
RESOURCES NEEDED 
1. 	Flip chart paper 
2. 	 Marking pens 
3. 	Masking tape 
DISCUSS WITH CLASS 
Question: Why was this activity type of activity selected? 
Answer: Groups should think of many of the same steps. The steps that all four 
groups think of should be very important. A step only one group thinks of is 
probably valid but not essential to success. 
Question: What v/orks well and not so well with this activity. 
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STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITY#10
 
TIMEI EFFORT NECESSARYTO IMPLEMENT AN ACTIVITY
 
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION
 
Allow 30-mlnutes for students to complete the Time/Effort Sheet. Lead class
 
discussion about the time, effort, and value of making different types of activities.
 
Collect the completed time/effort sheets and compare student answers.
 
Calculate the average score for each category and make a master sheetfor the
 
class. Copy the master and pass out to all students.
 
KEY LEARNING POINTS
 
1. Students may have over or under estimated the time and effort needed to
 
develop and run various activities.
 
2. Students will receive an average time,effort master evaluation to base their
 
calcuiations on in the future.
 
RESOURCES NEEDED
 
1. Time/effortsheet
 
2. Pen or pencil
 
DISCUSS WITH CLASS
 
Question: Whatare the advantages and disadvantages of an individual activity?
 
Answer: Advantages-work on own,no compromises, use own learning
 
preferences. Disadvantages-people work at different paces, little interaction.
 
Question: Why was an individual activity seiected?
 
Answer: Variety, allow students to work at their own pace,freedom In the
 
learning process and environment,comparisons between students.
 
Question: Were there significant problems with the activity?
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ACTIVE TRAINING METHODS
 
TIME CALCULATION SHEET
 
Rate all items on a scale of 1-10(10 being the highest - difficulty, time, interactive,
 
etc.)
 
Training Method 
■ 
Student 
Focused 
Money 
Involved 
How Long 
to Create 
Difficulty 
to Run 
Timeto 
Run 
Action Maze 
Brainstorm 
Case Study 
Demonstration 
Field Trips 
Films/Video 
Games 
Group Discussion 
Modified Lecture 
Question/Answer 
Role Play 
Simulations 
Student Practice 
Student Reading 
Sub-group 
Activity 
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STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITY#11
 
TIC-TAC-TOE REVIEW
 
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION
 
Divide group into two teams and seateach team on a different side ofthe classroom.
 
Place the tic-tac-toe sheet where all students can see it(overhead, white board, or flip
 
chart). Assign one group the names of"X"and the other"0". Have one group select the
 
spotthey want. Ask the question corresponding tothat spot. If the team member
 
answers the question correctly, mark their letter In the box. Theopposite team then gets
 
to select a box. If the team member answersthe question incorrectly, the opposite team
 
gets to either answer the question or select a different square(one orthe other). Repeat
 
the process until oneteam makes three"X"or"0" In a row. The team with three in a
 
row wins.
 
KEY LEARNING POINTS
 
1. 	An interactive training activity to review material that is fun and competitive and
 
requires more thought and preparation than Activity #6,Koosh Ball Review.
 
2. 	Allows students to interact with the material and works as a test review atthesame
 
time. . 	 . ,
 
RESOURCES NEEDED
 
1. 	Tic-tac-toe overhead transparency or a tic-tac-toe written on a flip chart or white
 
board
 
2. 	Tic-tac-toe question and answersheet
 
DISCUSS WITH CLASS
 
Question: Whatare the advantages and disadvantages ofagame?
 
Answer: Advantages-variety, competition, randomness,and unpredictability, review of
 
information, introduction of information. Disadvantages-unpredictability, areas of
 
conflict.
 
Question: Why was agame selected?
 
Answer: Model how easy it can be, variety,freedom in the learning process and
 
environment, better review of information than a lecture, evaluate student knowledge.
 
Question: What is a problem with the game tic-tac-toe?
 
Answer: The outcome is usually a tie.
 
Question: Were there significant problems with the activity?
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Whatare three benefits of
 
using icebreakers?
 
Answer
 
Rapport with listeners
 
Determine agenda
 
Everyone participates
 
Set/change mood of
 
classroom
 
Refocus attention
 
Introduce a new concept
 
Simulate creative thinking
 
Evaluation of a topic
 
Group interaction
 
What is adult learhing?
 
Answer
 
Theory about how adults
 
learn. Learn when,what,
 
why,and how they want.
 
Like to be involved and
 
participate in the learning.
 
List three types of
 
interactive training
 
(differentfrom square 1)
 
Answer
 
Action maze,brainstorm,
 
case study,demonstration,
 
field trips,films/videos,
 
games,group discussion,
 
modified lecture, Q/A,role
 
play,simulations,student
 
practice,student reading,
 
small group activity
 
What is one disadvantage
 
of interactive training?
 
Answer
 
Time
 
Preparation
 
Less can be covered
 
Varied resources
 
More unscheduled time
 
Initial negative response
 
Define active learning
 
Answer
 
Engage in action to acquire
 
knowledge,skills, or
 
experience to rnodify
 
behavior.
 
Define learning.
 
Answer
 
Knowledge or skills acquired
 
by instruction or study that
 
leads to a modification of
 
behavior.
 
List three types of
 
interactive training,
 
(differentform square7)
 
Answer
 
Action maze,brainstorm,
 
case study,demonstration,
 
field trips,films/videos,
 
games,group discussion,
 
modified lecture, Q/A,role
 
play,simulations,student
 
practice,student reading,
 
small group activity
 
Whatis one reason to use a
 
pre-test?
 
Answer
 
Getafeel of what the class
 
already knows.
 
Show students why they
 
should participate in the class
 
because they probably do not
 
know all of the information.
 
Define lecture.
 
Answer
 
A discourse given before an
 
audience or class for the
 
purpose of instruction.
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Define psychomotor
 
learning.
 
Answer
 
The doing componentofany
 
skill. An increase in skill is
 
the goal when teaching in the
 
psychomotor domain.
 
What Is adult learning?
 
Answer
 
Theory about how adults
 
learn, Learn when,what,
 
why,and how they want.
 
Like to be involved and
 
participate in the learning.
 
Give three examples of
 
active training methodsto
 
use when teaching In the
 
psychomotor domain.
 
Answer
 
Demonstration
 
Films/video
 
Student practice
 
Whatare the three
 
necessary criteria to write
 
an Interactive training
 
activity?
 
Answer
 
Activity description
 
Key learning points
 
Resources needed
 
Define cognitive learning.
 
Answer
 
Cognitive has to do with what
 
the learner needs to know in
 
order to accomplish the
 
objective. An increase in
 
knowledge is the goal.
 
List 10types of Interactive
 
training,(differentform
 
square 9)
 
Answer
 
Action maze, brainstorm,
 
case study,demonstration,
 
field trips,films/videos,
 
games,group discussion,
 
modified lecture, Q/A,role
 
play,simulations,student
 
practice,student reading,
 
small group activity
 
Give an example ofthree
 
types oftraining methods
 
to teach affective skills.
 
Answer
 
Demonstration
 
Games
 
Group discussion
 
Role play
 
Small group activity
 
Define affective learning.
 
Answer
 
This domain deals with a
 
change of attitude. Affective
 
date is indirect and intangible.
 
A change in attitude or
 
acceptance ofother's
 
attitudes is the goal when
 
teaching in the affective
 
domain.
 
List5types of Interactive
 
training,(differentform
 
square 5)
 
Answer
 
Action maze,brainstorm,
 
case study,demonstration,
 
field trips, films/videos,
 
games,group discussion,
 
modified lecture, Q/A,role
 
play,simulations,student
 
practice,student reading,
 
small group activity
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STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITY#12
 
WRITE AN INTERACTIVE TRAINING ACTIVITY
 
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION
 
Introduce the broad categories needed to write an interactive training activity:
 
Activity Description, Key Learning Points, Resources.
 
Assign students to write an interactive training activity for their presentation.
 
They should use their outlines,task analysis sheets,time/effort sheets,flow chart,
 
and interactive training activity examples. Students should work alone or in
 
groups, whichever they prefer. Allow students approximately45 minutes to
 
complete the task.
 
When students have completed writing their activity, collect them and shuffle
 
the papers. Pass outthe activity sheets to students making sure a no one
 
receives their own paper back. Have students evaluate the activity for
 
understandability, key learning points, and thoroughness.
 
Have each student role-play the activity they received. If necessary because
 
oftime and group size, break the group into sub-groups and have them role play
 
the activities.
 
Collect activity sheets and pass them back to the original creator. Allow
 
approximately 20 minutes for corrections to be made.
 
KEY LEARNING POINTS
 
1. There are three categories needed to write a complete interactive training
 
activity: Activity Description, Key Learning Points, Resources Needed.
 
2. Recognize the importance of having their activities in writing sosomeone else
 
can take over the classand oncethey have done it once,that is all that is
 
needed to use the activity multiple times.
 
3. When another student role-plays the activity, students Will be able to see how
 
difficult it is to write directions and follow directions.
 
RESOURCES NEEDED
 
1. Examples ofinteractive 1:ralnlng activities
 
2. Student handbook
 
3. Pen or pencil
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DISCUSS WITH CLASS
 
Question: What are the advantages and disadvantages ofan individual activity?
 
Answer: Advantages-work on own,no compromises, use own learning
 
preferences. Disadvantages-people work at different paces, little interaction.
 
Question: Why was an individual activity selected?
 
Answer: Variety, allow students to work at their own pace,freedom in the
 
learning process and environment,comparisons between students.
 
Question: Were there significant problems with the activity?
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STUDENT LEARNING ACTIVITY#13
 
STUDENT PRESENTATION
 
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION
 
Each studentshould have ample time to prepare a 10-15 minute Interactive
 
training activity to be presented to the class.
 
if there are more than 10students, it is recommended to break the group into
 
subgroups.
 
One at a time,students should deliver their interactive training activity to the
 
class. Students should receive feedback on their facilitation skills and giving clear
 
examples. If time allows,each studentshould presenttwo different interactive
 
training activities.
 
KEY LEARNING POINTS
 
1. 	Evaluations from otherstudents and the instructor will give feedback on
 
performance.
 
2. Students will have the opportunity to practice facilitation skills in a controlled
 
environment.
 
RESOURCES NEEDED
 
1. 	Presenter evaluation forms
 
2. 	Pen or pencil
 
DISCUSS WITH CLASS
 
Question: What are the advantages and disadvantages ofa student
 
presentation?
 
Answer: Advantages-practice learning in a safe environment, variety of
 
instructors, allows students to see whatsomeone else has done. Disadvantages-

some instructors may be boring: multiple presentations on similar topics may be
 
boring.
 
Question: Why was this activity selected?
 
Answer: Variety, allow students to practice an activity, demonstrates multiple
 
solutions to similar problems,shows student growth
 
Question: Were there significaht problems with the activity?
 
Question: Whatcould have been done to improve the activity?
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Date
 
Instructor Name.
 
Evaluator Name
 
Strengths of the presentation/activity
 
Ways to improve the presentation/activity
 
Cut here
 
Date
 
Topic
 
Instructor Name.
 
Evaluator Name
 
Strengths ofthe presentation/activity
 
Ways to improve the presentation/activity
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APPENDIXC
 
Visual Aids
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ACTIVE	TRAINING METHODS
 
DEFINITIONS
 
Lecture:
 
Learning:
 
Active Learning:
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ACTIVE TRAINING METHODS
 
RESASONSTO USE AN ACTIVITY
 
student activities should notjust be used to break-up the lecture; there should
 
always be a purpose. This purpose should be identified and be cohesive with the
 
entire program. Students need to be informed ofthe purpose ofthe activity. The
 
appropriate time to inform students ofthe purpose is either during the introduction of
 
the activity or while you are reviewing key learning points.
 
Following are ten reasons to introduce an introduction activity, game,discussion,
 
group activity or any other appropriate activity:
 
1. Determine agenda for the day
 
2. Give everyone an opportunity to participate
 
3. Set or change the mood ofa classroom
 
4. Refocus attention
 
5. Provide feedback to either the students or the instructor
 
6. Introduce a new concept
 
7. Stimulate creative thinking
 
8. Evaluation ofcomprehension
 
9. Group interaction
 
10. Review something learned
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ACTIVE TRAINING METHODS
 
ADVANTAGESAND DISADVANTAGES
 
Activity Advantages Disadvantages
 
Action Maze Students learn from their 
mistakes 
Brainstorm Multiple ideas in a short amount 
oftime 
Case Study Result based 
Participation 
Builds confidence 
Realistic 
Offers credibility 
identifies resources 
Demonstratio Students see what is expected 
ns 
Field Trips New environment 
Change of pace 
Can see/experience application 
FilmsA/ideo Visual and audio 
Change of pace 
Can generate discussion/debate 
Games Student participation 
Friendly competition 
Review information 
Group Student participation 
Discussion Multiple ideas 
Covers a lot of information 
Modified Easy, manageable 
Lecture No special equipment 
Consistent,economical 
Time and research needed to
 
create
 
Need good facilitation skills to
 
keep the discussion moving
 
Time and research needed to
 
create
 
Too complex or too general
 
Students working at different
 
paces
 
Demands coordination and
 
preparation
 
All students do not get to
 
participate
 
Time, money,class size
 
Liabilities
 
Unforeseen roadblocks to plans
 
Finding appropriate videos
 
Audio/visual equipment
 
Demands coordination and
 
preparation
 
Unpredictable
 
Needs concrete indisputable
 
answers
 
Facilitation to keep discussion
 
moving and on track
 
Not suited for psychomotor
 
skills
 
Does not appeal to ail learning
 
styles
 
Can be boring
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Activity Advantages 
Question and Students remember answers 
Answer Involves Interaction 
Role Play Draws on student experiences 
Better control of errors and 
correction 
Double exposure(doing and 
watching) 
Simulations Real life experiences 
Allstudent participation 
Immediatefeedback 
Student Mimics real life experiences 
Practice All students participate 
Good for psychomotor skills 
Immediatefeedback 
Student Easy and manageable 
Reading Consistent,economical 
Students can do this on their 
own time 
Better retention than a lecture 
Sub-group Easy and manageable 
Activity Studentinteraction 
Good for affective learning 
Disadvantages
 
Facilitation skills required to get
 
participation
 
Must ask open-ended questions
 
Takes more time,space,
 
equipment, money
 
Safety Issues
 
Ego's get carried away
 
Difficult to get students to
 
volunteer
 
Time, money,space,equipment
 
Coordination
 
Volunteers
 
Safety Issues
 
Extra staff
 
Coordination
 
Safety Issues
 
Researching materials
 
Researching appropriate topics
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ACTIVE	TRAINING METHODS
 
DEFINITIONS
 
Affective Learning
 
Cognitive Learning
 
Psychomotor Learning
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ACTIVE TRAINING METHODS
 
TASK ANALYSIS
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ACTIVETRAINING METHODS
 
TIME CALCULATION SHEET
 
Rate all items on a scale ofMO(10 being the highest- difficulty, time, interactive,
 
etc.)
 
Training Method Student Money How Long Difficulty Time to
 
Focused Involved to Create to Run Run
 
Action Maze
 
Brainstorm
 
Case Study
 
Demonstration
 
Field Trips
 
Films/Video
 
Games
 
Group Discussion
 
Modified Lecture
 
Question/Answer
 
Role Play
 
Simulations
 
Student Practice
 
Student Reading
 
Sub-group
 
Activity
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ACTIVETRAINING METHODS
 
HOW-TO RUN AN ACTIVITY
 
Once you have created your activity and know approximately how long it will take
 
and all ofthe resources needed to run the activity, it is time to test it. There are
 
three steps needed to successfully run an activity. They are the introduction to the
 
activity, the actual activity, and the review of key learning points.
 
Introduction 
In the introduction, you wantto make it clear to your students whatthey are 
expected to accomplish during the activity. 
❖ Give enough information that students know what is expected ofthem 
❖ Tell students whatthey can expect while participating in the activity 
❖ Tell students what results you are seeking (written, group presentation, individual 
presentation, etc.)
 
❖ Tell student how much time they have to complete the assignment 
Allow students enough freedom that they decide how they want to arrive at the 
necessary conclusion 
The Activity 
During the actual activity. It is the instructor's job to facilitate the learning process. 
Somecommon things the instructorshould do are: 
❖ Answer any questions and clarify information 
❖ Keep track oftime (if you planned on 30 minutes forthe activity and it is taking 
significantly less or more time than that allotted, adapt the schedule) 
❖ Settle anydisputes 
❖ Facilitate any discussions 
Review Key Learning Points 
After the activity, it is essential for students to know what they were supposed to 
learn. If you do not review key learning points,students walk awayfor the activity 
thinking it was fun at best and a waste of time at the least. 
❖ Complete the activity by asking students why you hadthem participate in the 
activity 
❖ Review main points 
❖ Stress whatthe results ofthe activity should have been 
Allow time for questions and answers
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INTERACTIVE TRAINING ACTIVITY
 
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION
 
KEY LEARNING POINTS
 
RESOURCES NEEDED
 
DISCUSS WITH CLASS
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ACTIVE TRAINING METHODS
 
COURSE EVALUATION
 
Overall the class was:
 
Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor
 
What helped methe mostwas:
 
Waysto improve the course are:
 
in the future, I will be able to Incorporate interactive learning in my classes.
 
True False
 
Please rate the following blocks of instruction. For example, how important
 
were they to you and do you think they have helped you gain confidence in
 
presenting your topics.
 
5= Very Applicable 3= Average 1 = Not Helpful
 
Defining Training Terms Types of Interactive Training
 
Evaluating Other Student's Outlines Evaluating Your Own Outline
 
Develop a Flow Chart Develop a Task Analysis
 
Time/Effort Sheet How-to Write a Training Activity
 
Create an Interactive Training Activity Student Presentations
 
Please rate your instructor and providefeedback.
 
Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor Very Poor
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APPENDIXE
 
Tests
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ACTIVE TRAINING METHODS
 
PRE-TEST
 
1. Describe three reasons to use introduction and icebreaker exercises.
 
2. Define active learning.
 
3. List at least ten different types ofinteractive training methods.
 
4. Define psychomotor domain.
 
5. Whatare the three criteria to consider when creating and writing an interactive
 
training activity?
 
6. Define affective domain.
 
7. What is one disadvantage of using interactive training in courses?
 
no
 
ACTIVE TRAINING METHODS
 
PRE-TESTKEY
 
1. Describe three reasons to use introduction and icebreaker exercises.
 
Establish rapport with class members Determine agenda for the day
 
Gives everyone an opportunity to participate Group interaction
 
Setor change the mood ofthe classroom Refocus attention
 
Provides the instructor and studentsfeedback Introduce a new concept
 
Stimulate creative thinking Evaluation of a topic
 
2. Define active learning.
 
Active learning
 
Engage in action to acquire knowledge,experience or skills to modify behavior
 
List at least ten different types of interactive training methods.
 
Action Maze Brainstorm Case study Demonstration 
Films and videos Games Group discussion Modified lecture 
Questions and answer Field trips Role play Simulations 
Student practice Student reading Sub-group activity 
4. Define psychomotor domain.
 
Psychomotor Learning - Psychomotor learning deals with physical skills. It is
 
what the learner has to do in order to achieve the goal. An increase in skill is the
 
goal when teaching in the psychomotor domain.
 
5. What are the three criteria to consider when creating and writing an interactive
 
training activity?
 
Activity Description Key Learning Points Resources Needed
 
6. Define affective domain.
 
Affective Domain - Affective data is indirect and intangible. A change of attitude
 
or acceptance of other's attitudes is the goal when teaching in this domain.
 
7. What is one disadvantage of using interactive training in courses?
 
Takes more time Requires more unscheduled time for student practice
 
Utilizes more and varied resources Initial negative response by students
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ACTIVE TRAINING METHODS
 
FINAL TEST
 
1. Describe three reasons to use introduction and icebreaker exercises.
 
2. Define the following terms: lecture, learning, active learning.
 
3. List at least five different types of interactive training methods.
 
4. Define the following terms: psychomotor, affective, and cognitive domain.
 
5. Match the following types of learning to the best interactive training methods to
 
teach the desired learning. 
Psychomotor Domain 
Affective Domain 
Cognitive Domain 
Role Playing 
Assigned Reading 
Student Practice 
6. Putthe following steps in chronological order: 
Select a method(s)of instruction 
Write test questions corresponding to learning objectives
 
Decide whattype of learning you are trying to accomplish (psychomotor,
 
affective, cognitive)
 
Create an interactive training activity
 
Write learning objectives
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ACTIVETRAINING METHODS
 
FINAL TEST KEY
 
1. 	Describe three reasons to use introduction and icebreaker exercises. ■ 
Establish rapport with class members Determine agenda for the day 
Gives everyone an opportunity to participate Group interaction 
Setor change the mood ofthe classroom Refocus attention 
Providesthe instructor and studentsfeedback Introduce a new concept 
Stimulate creative thinking : Evaluation ofa topic 
2. Define the following terms: lecture, learning, active learning. 
Learning: ■ 
Knowledge or skills acquired by instruction orstudy that leads to a modification of behavior 
'Lecture,
 
A discourse given before an audience pr classfor the purpose ofinstruction
 
Active learning
 
Engage in action to acquire knowledge,experience or skills to modify behavior
 
3. 	List at leastfive differenttypes ofinteractive training methods.
 
Action Maze Brainstorm Case study Demonstration 
Films and videos Games Group discussion Modified lecture 
Questions and answer Field trips Role play Simulations 
Student practice Student reading Sub-group activity 
4. Define the following terms: psychomotor,affective, and cognitive domain.
 
Psychomotor Domain - Psychomotor learning deals with physical skills. It is whatthe learner has to do in order
 
to achieve the goal. An Increase In skill is the goal when teaching in the psychomotor domain. ,
 
Affective Domain - Affective data is indirect and intangible. A change of attitude or acceptance ofother's
 
attitudes is the goal when teaching in this domain.
 
Cognitive Domain - Cognitive learning has to do with whata person needs to know in order to accomplish the
 
objective. An increase in knowledge is the goal.
 
5. Match the following types oflearning to the best interactive training methods to teach the desired learning.
 
Psychomotor Domain . Role Playing
 
Affective Domain Assigned Reading
 
Cognitive Domain , Student Practice
 
6. Putthe following steps in chronological order:
 
Decide whattype oflearning you are trying to accomplish(psychomotor, affective, cognitive)
 
Write learning objectives
 
Selecta method(s)ofinstruction
 
Create an interactive training activity
 
Write test questions corresponding to learning objectives
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 ACTIVE TRAINING METHODS
 
GRADE CALCULATION SHEET
 
Student Name Attendance Completed Final Test Final
 
Days Assignments 20% Grade
 
1 2 3 4 80%
 |H
IIII
 
■1 1III
 
■■II
 
II
 
11II 
HII
 
II
 
I■
 
n■ ■ 
■ ■mim 
■ ■ jj^BB| 
■■ ■ |[| 
■■ ■ 
■■■■ ■ 
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